
eRiskHub
Risk Management Portal:
Be Prepared for a Computer Attack

Cyber Criminals Act Without Warning
Can you afford to lose access to critical business data and systems? In today’s digital and interconnected world,
every organization relies on data and on the networked computer systems upon which data resides. Some
organizations rely on data, systems and their connection to the internet as their primary means of conducting
business. For others, data and systems play an important support function within the organization. No 
organization can afford to lose important data and systems while still functioning at an optimal level. Cyber 
criminals act without warning and the data and systems losses from computer attacks -- including significant
out-of-pocket recovery costs and organizational downtime -- can be devastating. 

Immediate Access to Risk Management Tools
As part of our Cyber Suite coverage we offer an online cyber risk portal that equips you with risk management
tools to help you plan and be prepared should a computer attack happen to your company. There’s no cost; it’s
a complimentary service for our Cyber Suite insureds.

It’s called eRiskHub® and it’s designed to help you better understand your risks and establish a response plan
so you can manage the costs and minimize the effects of a data breach should one occur. With a response plan
and instant access to informative resources you’ll be ready to more efficiently and cost-effectively respond to
and recover from a computer attack.
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Key Features of the eRiskHub® Portal
Knowing how to protect yourself against cyber attacks and breaches is important. The eRiskHub® assists with 
planning and preparing for a cyber attack or breach. Some of the highlights of having the eRiskHub® include:

Cyber and Privacy News: Stay informed by catching
up on the latest cyber news stories and articles from
security experts. 

Resources: Find the latest data on security breaches 
with downloadable articles and videos on data, 
security, insurance and risk management trends.

Training: Understand how hackers can infiltrate a 
system with cyber security information to use in 
your business or find vendors that have training 
available for your employees. 
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Cyber Risk Tools: Test your security knowledge with
a self- assessment or a cyber protection survey.

Business Interruption Cost Calculator: Use the cost
calculator to explore how much a potential breach
could cost and impact your business.

Incident Roadmap: Follow a step-by-step process
and use valuable checklists in the event of a data
breach.

In today's digital world, no organization is safe from devastating breaches and computer attacks. Keep yourself
informed and be prepared. Assess your risks and develop and effective response plan with the eRiskHub®.




